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The Prosecutor 
V. 

Vujadin Popovic et al. 

Order to redact the public transcript 
and the public broadcast of a hearing 

( At the request of the Prosecutor I Defence and with the agreement of the parties ) 

ORDERS that the following highlighted text be omitted from the public transcript of this hearing and 
be edited from the public broadcast of this hearing. 
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f~ F•e Edit Transcript Search AnnotM:e Issue Report Options Window Help 

20 09:59:21 honestly in that proofing statement portions of that discussion with 
2109:59:21 Mr. Nikolic. First he tells us that the witness stated that he 
22 09:59:22 learned through information that, among others, Drago MRI vas much "' 
23 09:59:23 and Dragan A held a meeting at the Bratunac MUP headquarters after 
24 09:59:30 the killing. I don't think we are argument about this. This is 
25 09:59:34 discussing after the Kravica killing. Never mentions Mr. Beara, Mr. 

23:109:59:41 Seara was not there, did never participate in any such crime that is 
2 09: 59: 45 occurred there. 
3 09:59:46 Point 2 from the 23rd of October 2007 proofing note, same 
4 09:59:50 document, Mr. Nicholls records that this witness also stated that 
5 09:59:59 "Beara had nothing to do with the burial of the bodies at Glogova." 
610: 00: 08 Point 3, same document, ML. Nicholls records that this witness 
710:00:14 further confirms that the ■■■■■■■■■■■lw•ho they call and 
810:00:22 rely upon, outright lied about Beara's purported involvement and then 
910:00:27 proceeds to cite the reason as being A friendship with others. 

1010:00:38 Civilian authoritys in Bratunac did not know Ljubisa Beara. Even 
1110:00:44 those who claim that they met him during those events supposedly for 
12 10: 00: 49 several minutes or moments while they were conducting the transfer of 
13 10: 00: 55 detainees never before met him or had an encounter with him or under 
1410:01:02 any circumstances would not have accepted oL discussed any of the 
15 10: 01: 11 matters that the Prosecution has alleged that have occurred as it 
1610: 01: 16 relates to Mr. Beara. 
17 10: 01: 18 They had their local military officers who they placed in 
1810:01:25 power in that community. Military men they knew, military men that 
1910:01:32 they supported and military men perhaps whom they conspired with. The 
2010:01:39 Bratunac civilian authorities did not need any outside influence to 
2110:01:47 assist them in the transportation of civilians or Bosnian Muslims in 
22 10: 01: 53 1995. Their str-ong fisted or iron fisted power and authority by 
2310:02:02 specifically Deronjic and Bratunac shows us that they did this very 
2410:02:09 thing in 1992 and 1993. They were lost the civilians in Bratunac and 
25 10: 02: 16 were unaware how they should handle POWs. They we Le confused as to 

24:110:02:24 which sites can be utilized to hold and detain these individuals in 
2 10: 02: 3 0 19 95? Hardly I given that they experienced this ve r:y same thing 

The blank text, as identified by the passages prior and subsequent thereto, is confidential. 
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Any person or organization, including media organizations, which has possession of the public recording of all or 
the relevant portion of the proceeding containing the confidential information is hereby enjoined from disclosing it 
to any other person(s) or organization(s) as of the date and time this order is received. The failure to conform may 
result in contempt charges being issued by the Tribunal against the disclosing person or organization . 
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